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SYNOPSISBiomass is one of the renewable energy sourceswhich is not intermittent, location-dependent orvery difficult to store. If grown sustainably,biomass can be considered to be CO 2 neutral.The use of biomass for power generation isalso considered to be important in increasingthe electricity output from renewable energysources.However, power plants dedicated to the use ofbiomass fuel are not in widespread use and theacceptance of this fuel and development of thei nfrastructure for biomass production andtransportation remain in their infancy. If smallratios of biomass can be co-fired with coal inl arge-scale conventional power plants, withoutsignificant technical, environmental or economicpenalties, it could lead to a greater demand forbiomass and so stimulate the industry.I n this study a 80 MWth Circulating FluidisedBed Combustion (CFBC) plant, fuelled by biomassonly, and a large-scale 1000 MWth CFBC, co-firedwith coal and 8% biomass, and the same largeCFBC system, fired only with coal, are modelledusing the ECLIPSE process simulation packageand their technical, environmental and economicproperties analysed and compared.The co-firing of biomass with coal was foundto have little effect on the large-scale CFBCsystem, when a small ratio of biomass is used.The large scale system was found to have higherefficiency, lower CO 2 emissions and lower break-even electricity selling price than the smallbiomass-fuelled CFBC.Co-firing of biomass with coal could be apromising way of promoting the production, useand acceptance of biomass as a fuel in electricitygeneration.
I NTRODUCTIONThe co-combustion of coal and biomass hasreceived widespread interest for some time as ameans of conserving coal reserves and reducingnet CO 2 emissions [1]. A life cycle assessment ofseveral coal combustion scenarios (coal-basedelectricity generation, coal and biomass co-firing,post-combustion CO 2 capture and coal ashvalorisation) with biomass combustion assertedthat co-firing was the most effective method ofreducing CO 2 emissions [2]. Several other environ-mental advantages have been reported e.g.co-firing high-sulphur bituminous coal with 20%straw gave a net reduction in NO and SO 2emissions [3]; lower NO,, emissions may be foundduring co-combustion, since there is high volatilecontent in biomass, the nitrogen in whichpreferentially forms NH 3 as opposed to HCN whichi s formed preferentially by nitrogen from coal [4];and the primary reactions of thermal decom-position of biomass fuels are not significantlyaffected by the presence of coal, which itself does
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